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Every working group has two leaders who coordinate and supervise the 

group work. Every group consists of 6 members. The leaders 
-  introduce and, if necessary, explain the topic, 

-  make sure everybody is involved, keep the members motivated,  
-  act as note takers on what you observe and 

-  sum the topic up at the end of the day (max 10 min) for the listeners. 
TIP: If the opinions vary a lot, try to generalise and point out the commonalities and 

differences.  
 

There are six working groups and each deals with one topic assigned to them. 
Each time you have 20 minutes to discuss the matter at hand. Once the time 

is up, the members of the group will move to the next desk to discuss the 
next topic.  

 
TIME KEEPING 

1. 12.45-13.05  
2. 13.05-13.25 

3. 13.25-13.45 
4. 13.45-14.05 

5. 14.05-14.20 
6. 14.20-14.40 

 

14.40-15.00 Break. Leaders prepare the summary of their topic (max 10 
min) to be delivered after the break 

 
Presentation of the outcomes: 15.00-16.00 max 10min each 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 



                                                                      

 

GROUP 1.  WHAT DO YOU PACK WHEN YOU ARE LEAVING FOREVER? 
 

A Make a list of all the things you would take with you if you had to leave 
your home unexpectedly. You have very little time and you do not know 

whether you can ever come back or not. Compare each other’s lists and 
explain your choices. (10 min) 

B Together with your group you have reached the sea that needs to be 
crossed. The boat takes you all on board, but it can hold only 15 kg of stuff. 

Now you will have to decide as a group what to take along and what to leave 
behind. Justify your choices. (10 min) 

 

GROUP 2.  SETTING UP A REFUGEE CAMP 
 

Your task is to plan a refugee camp for 500 people. What facilities should 
such camp definitely have? What supplies will be needed on a daily basis to 

maintain it? 
IDEAS FOR GROUP LEADERS: water, medical supplies and treatment, food, sanitation 

(washing/toilet facilities), clothing, shelter, fuel etc. 

 
GROUP 3. HOPES AND FEARS OF REFUGEES 

Which non-material needs may refugees have? How can those be attended? 
What needs may refugees have if they  

A return to their home country  
B settle down in a foreign country outside the refugee camp? 

 

GROUP 4.  IMMIGRANT IMPACT 
 

How has immigration influenced your home country in the past and what is 
happening right now in Belgium, Germany or Estonia? Point out both the 

positive and negative aspects. 
 

GROUP 5.  INTEGRATION 
 

Make a list of preparatory measures to be taken by the country who is about 
to accept refugees. What assistance might the local community need? 

Discuss. 
 

GROUP 6. CAUSES FOR LEAVING HOME FOREVER  
 

Think of the circumstances that would force you to leave your home for good. 

Share your ideas with your fellows. 
 

 
 

 
Sources used: Exploring Humanitarian Law. https://www.icrc.org/eng/what-we-do/building-respect-ihl/education-
outreach/ehl/ehl-other-language-versions/ehl-english-module5.pdf 
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